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RACA Statement Urging Action by STB 

Washington, DC – July 8, 2014 – Rural Agriculture Council of America (RACA) Vice President Chris Skorupa 
issued the following statement today concerning the Farm Bill. 

This year’s weather patterns produced some of the most extreme events on record.  Record snowfall and freezing 
temperatures blanketed much of the Midwest and East coast this winter.  Agriculture and rural communities have 
been hit especially hard under these circumstances.  Producers across the nation continue to face the aftermath of 
the record winter and as such, consumers will be feeling the pinch as they make their trips to the grocery store.   

Due to the extreme conditions, surface transportation of agricultural good were delayed or rerouted.  Necessary 
seed, fertilizer and product are currently in transit or awaiting movement to those regions in need.  This directly 
results in farmers and producers being unable to move last year’s crop to market and restricted in planting this 
year’s.   

Weather events have led to shortened trains, increased rail traffic and ultimate delays to producers still awaiting 
cargo shipments.  One particular item in need of immediate transport to producers across the country is fertilizer.  
Skorupa commented on his personal experience with the shortage, “I have heard of farmers planning for half their 
normal yield due to these delays.  Rail traffic has been delayed up to 75 hours in some regions.  This all amounts 
to a drastic shortage in the product carried and being delivered across the country.” 

“While the immediate effect is felt here at home, we must also look to our international trading partners who 
count on America’s agricultural products to feed their growing populations.  RACA applauds the efforts of 
Senators Heidi Heitkamp (D-ND), Al Franken (D-MN), Tim Johnson (D-SD), and Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) in 
urging the Surface Transportation Board (STB) to use whatever means necessary to ensure that needed product is 
transported in a timely manner to those within the agricultural sector.” 

Comments made by the Senators reflect the growing urgency surrounding this issue as they encourage the STB to 
“use whatever authority necessary to ensure improvement[s], especially for agricultural customers struggling to 
move last year’s crop to market and access needed inputs for planting.”  

RACA urges Congress and the STB to address this issue and provide the necessary certainty and assurances to 
those producers still awaiting shipment of last year’s crop and who have delayed planting in light of restricted 
supplies.  
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